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A friend is wearily discussing her marital woes. Of her husband, she says, “He’s the 

sort of person who’ll have a conversation with me, but in his head. It’ll turn into a 

huge, imaginary fight in which I wound, offend, or disappointment him repeatedly. At 

some random point, he’ll re-enter real life in order to track me down in the laundry 

room, so that he can set me straight.” 

 

On some level, talking about race is a lot like having a conversation with an abusive 

spouse: the igniting spark may be small, but the stakes great - the blaze of emotion 

rendering each impossible to please; the fight not really about whatever the fight is 

about; a war between the real and the imagined, the remembered and the fantasised, 

the likely and the outrageous.  

 

“You’re stupid!” Through the radiator pipes of my hotel room comes the voice of an 

anonymous, quarrelling neighbour. I sit in my suite reading a cross-section of popular 

newspapers and magazines. A bestselling book claims to have proved anew that 

blacks and poor people are more stupid than everyone else. Or, as they put it, 

“genetically inferior to the rest of humanity”. “Who gave you the right to say 

anything?”, comes the voice again. I bury myself in my reading. Middle class negroes 

talk too much. Those in poverty are illiterate loudmouths. Real black people struggle 

silently, mute in the noble choice of their lumpen libertarianism. “I pay the bills 

around here.” Whites pay all the taxes; blacks do all the spending. Whites are 

sacrificial; blacks are greedy and grasping. “You can just get out and be homeless if 

you’re so unhappy!” Blacks who find it so hard being around whites should just move 

back to the ghetto, so they can focus their attentions more handily upon some real 

problems. “You’re a tramp.” Today’s black civil rights activists are pimps - cheap 

pretenders to a moral vision, interested only in the mountain of gain and glory to be 

made by selling out the legacy of that great Conservative statesman Martin Luther 

King, whose most famous lost quotation was “Why don’t we go get a real job?” 

“You’re sick.” Black culture is endlessly pathological; white people are therefore 

rational in their racism. “You’re a cry baby. Stop whining,” says the voice in the wall. 

Says an editorial: blacks are professional victims, always complaining, always 

ungrateful. There’s the sound of a slap and a yelp. “You deserved that.” Blacks get 

more than they deserve. “So sue me”, growls the voice. Discrimination suits that 

result in judicial awards of damages are corporate muggings and racial shakedowns. I 

wonder whether to call the police. 

 

Woody Allen, film-maker and narcissist extraordinaire, once came up with a 

syllogism to end all syllogisms: “God is good. I am good. Therefore I am God.” That 

form of logical thought employed to preposterous ends characterises much of 

contemporary debate about racial science, to say nothing of a host of easy social and 

political equations to which some are, shall we say, more than a little invested.  
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Too often of late, the media has been flooded with studies purporting to inform us of 

the inherent inequality, inferiority and pre-ordained undeservingness of this or that 

group. The studies are always based on the beliefs of lots of experts, a few of whom 

may just happen to be Nazis - but not to worry, real science is unsullied by such 

things. Those Nazi screeds, those slavery manifestoes are dusted right off and gussied 

up into neat statistical columns with rows of impressive numbers dotted with decimal 

points, percentage signs hovering at the edges like so much filigree. 

 

Often there is a little show of cost benefit analysis, the utility of genetic superiority 

always outweighing whatever bias there may be. Genetic and cultural superiority are 

declared the cornerstones of true meritocracy.  

 

Egalitarianism, alas, finds itself huddling on a street corner, reviled as relativism and 

begging for bread. The high-minded pseudoscientists are sure to make known the 

unfathomable depths of their most sympathetic sensibilities. Regrettably their pseudo 

findings are propelled - against their will of course - by the inevitability and weight of 

sheer pseudo facts, propelled to the inhospitable unpleasantness of the ultimate 

pseudo conclusion. 

 

One of the great difficulties with pseudoscience is that it is so hard to refute just by 

saying it isn’t so. The logical structure (if not substance) of pseudoscience posits what 

purports to be fact. It requires counter-fact to make counter-argument. Black people 

find themselves responding endlessly to such studies before we can be heard on any 

other subject. We must credentialise ourselves as number-crunching social scientists 

quickly in order to be seen as even minimally intelligent. There’s the catch: racial 

science makes anyone who agrees with it intelligent, enhanced, informed and 

empowered. Real numbers, real science; it’s what school teaches us to revere. And it 

makes anyone who knows the great, messy, un-provable contrary, who knows the 

indecipherable complexity of black or white people, who knows the reality and 

potential of all humanity - us silly egalitarians, it makes us unintelligent, uninformed, 

powerless and naïve.  

 

Some few do attempt the counter studies. Some few attempt the studies attacking 

assertions that identical twins share genes for becoming chimney sweeps. Some few 

wearily pursue the studies countering cited similarities between the bone structure of 

dinosaurs and inner city youth.  

 

But none of this really deals with the attributional assumptions underlying the debate 

about black people and white people. In fact it almost underscores or enhances the 

idea that all of this psychological battering is just a matter that scientists can resolve. 

It narrows the debate to the property of extra intelligent experts who wrap their 

opinions in the sheepskin of false proof. 

 

But race involves slippages of logic at many levels other than at these exalted heights. 

Consider this rather banal scenario. A white child of my acquaintance said to his 

black schoolmate, “I wish I could be black, so I could play basketball as well as you.” 

The black child was offended and told his parents about the remark. The parents of 

the black child approached the parents of the white child and, rather testily, asked 

them to tell their offspring that playing basketball is not an inherently black thing.  
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The mother of the white child came to me for intercession, complaining that the 

parents of the black child wouldn’t speak to her anymore. “What happened?”, I asked. 

“Nothing,” she responded. “I just told them that it was true, that black people play 

better basketball than anyone else. After all,” she continued, anyone can turn on TV 

and see that any basketball player worth talking about just happens to be black.”  

 

It’s hard work, the fallacies underlying such encounters - well-meaning people trying 

to be liberal, yet the Woody Allen syllogism bedevilling at every turn. Everyone I see 

playing basketball is black. Everyone playing basketball must be black. If I am not 

black, I can’t play basketball. If you are black, you must be a basketball player. Or, as 

a three year old neighbour put it upon returning from seeing the movie Space Jam, a 

simple-minded drama in which Warner Brothers cartoon characters battle space aliens 

on the basketball court: “Everyone who plays basketball is named Michael Jordan,” 

she said, so sweetly, so innocently, yet so precariously. None of us is immune. 

 

I confess, it’s very hard to talk about race or ethnicity or class these days when myths, 

clichés and bromides have so overrun the discourse; when blacks or the poor are only 

partially real - inhabiting, as they do, an imaginary landscape of tendentious 

disputation; when women or Bangladeshis are great, blurry windmills whose gigantic 

arms are thought to be churning in a most threatening manner; when Catholics or 

Muslims are those whose gargantuan mouths spew gritty clouds of chaff.  

 

Rationalised racism has become the soup of the day. Race is said to determine IQ. IQ 

is supposed to determine economic status. This is the logic that has made Pamela 

Anderson and Tommy Lee a wealthy couple, I suppose: brains, brains and more 

brains.  

 

Personally, I want nothing more than to move on to the promised land of colour-blind 

milk and honey produced by only the most qualified of worker bees. Yet at moments 

like this, it’s so hard to imagine. It’s hard to keep one’s concentration when, Phoenix-

like, the rooster of racial science rises every 20 years or so in evermore seductive 

plumage, intent upon proving the lost link between the rising of the sun and its 

crowing loudly. 

Like clockwork it is that black people must put aside the activities of everyday life 

and subject ourselves to the cyclical inspection point of proving our worth, justifying 

our existence, and teaching our history over and over again.  

 

This enervating nonsense depends of course upon leaving unexamined the fluctuating 

categorisation at play in determining who is permitted to be white, who marked as 

black. In the United States, those deemed “touched by the superstition of colour” have 

included at various moments in history Native Americans, Jews, Eastern and Southern 

Europeans and Portuguese. In the United Kingdom, the category has expanded and 

contracted around immigrant groups such as Africans, Caribbeans, Bangladeshis, 

Pakistanis and Indians. And if Afro-Caribbeans are tagged by some as “the new 

Irish”, then surely we must include the old Irish. 
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An anthropologist friend of mine tells me the story of a Haitian statesman who was 

visited by an official from the United States during the 1930s. “What percentage of 

Haiti’s population is white?”, asked the American. “Ninety-five percent,” came the 

answer. The American official was flustered and, assuming that the Haitian was 

mistaken, exclaimed, “I don’t understand. How on earth do you come up with such a 

figure?” “Well, how do you measure blackness in the United States?” “Anyone with a 

black ancestor.” “Well that’s exactly how we measure whiteness,” retorted the 

Haitian.  

 

If we really think about it, the very category of something called “whiteness” is 

revealed as a kind of collective neural toboggan run, encouraging good people to 

slide, to shush at high speed right on through the realm of reason. Whiteness is a kind 

of sociological clubhouse, a weird compression of tribal and ethnic animosities - some 

dating back to the time of the Roman invasions - all realigned to make new enemies, 

all compromised to make new friends. East against West, North against South, high 

against low, light against dark, black against white.  

 

The notion of whiteness as any kind of racial purity is a cognitive blind spot blocking 

out the pain - as far as I can make any sense at all of it - of such histories as the Thirty 

Years War, massacres in Scotland and tyranny in Transylvania. Buttressed by 

aesthetic trends that feel ever so inherent, we can’t slow down to think to save our 

lives.  

 

In some quarters these days, the discussion of biracialism has taken hold as a concept 

containing the seeds of hope for future harmony. What the term usually refers to is a 

person of mixed marriage - mixed almost always meaning the product of one white 

parent and one black or Asian parent. Love will show us the way is the bottom line of 

this argument - perhaps. But what troubles me is the degree to which few people in 

the world - and most particularly in the United States - are anything but multiracial, to 

say nothing of merely biracial. The use of this term seems to privilege the offspring of 

mixed marriage as those between races without doing much to enhance the social 

status of all us mixed up products of the illegitimacies of the not so distant past.  

 

As much as I celebrate the future of a culturally mixed, biologically miscegenist 

world, therefore, I worry that we seem genuinely unable to appreciate how much we 

are already in that happy state of nature. If we do not at present see the overlapping 

profusion of unions that are encompassed within the category black, as well as white, 

then the vaunting of a new biracialism becomes nothing more than the embrace of the 

same old caste systems as new and legitimate. 

 

With the pinning of racial hope upon blood mixtures in such a literal way, moreover, 

there comes a sneaky sort of implied duty to assimilate: the duty to grab onto the 

DNA ladder and hoist oneself onward and upward.  

 

I have a cousin who is relatively light-skinned, however one measures these things, 

and whose appearance has always confused some who derive a sense of security from 

knowing who is on what side of the great racial divide. I remember her telling me 

about an encounter she had had with one of her university professors. When the 

professor discovered she was a member of the Black Law Students Association, he 

grew agitated, annoyed, even confrontive. Why would she do such a thing, he wanted 
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to know. Why would she label herself when she was so light-skilled and could so 

easily pass for white? My cousin was struck by how offended he was. He seemed to 

be implying that she had an obligation or a duty to pass, and that her failure to do so 

was both impolitic and impolite. But what was being urged was a model of 

assimilation in which one’s heritage became either a secret or a burden; and, like all 

family secrets, that is a model with devastating repercussive consequence.  

 

Let me offer an example of such secrecy in a somewhat different context. Two years 

ago, I visited the campus of an elite liberal arts college in New England. I have one 

frozen visual image from that visit: a very clear recollection of seeing a smiling, 

young black woman moving into a sorority house. Sororities and fraternities are a 

kind of exclusive invitation-only eating club pervasive on American campuses. There 

she was, this new black member in an overwhelmingly white sorority on an 

overwhelmingly white campus. She was wearing Bermuda shorts and the ubiquitous 

sweatshirt emblazoned with the university logo. Her nails were painted a serious 

shade of red. Her chemically smoothed hair was drawn back into a little tuft of 

ponytail. She was unloading her belongings from a Volkswagen Rabbit. She carried a 

large, stuffed Snoopy dog and a bulging cosmetics case. She looked eager, young and 

very happy.  

 

The reason this image is so indelibly etched is that shortly afterwards, I had a 

conversation with a white student at that college who assured me that there were no 

racial problems in universities anymore. “You are living in the past,” she assured me.  

I was just about to give myself over to this good future when she began to describe 

how her sorority had admitted blacks “for years now,” although it was true that “the 

national chapter just charged local chapters a little more for black members”. It was 

the way she said it that so floored me: no racism - just some extra pocket money, 

tucked like a good motherly caution into a subordinate clause.  

 

She did not seem to have any idea how deeply distressing I found this information. 

She talked about it as though they were buying accessories, a special fund for 

decorating each house with a few black faces to be strewn about for accent, like 

scatter cushions. The notion that such a charge also operated as a disincentive in 

financial hard times did not seem to have impressed her with the dimension of that 

moral corruption. But it was a terribly sad commentary: this tax that assumed not only 

that black members cost more, but that the new black members would never know 

about it, would never learn what goes on with the treasury; this complacent fee 

schedule that assumed, indeed required, that no black people will ever rise to the 

national chapter’s inner circle.  

 

I think about the betrayal of that young woman with such a well kept secret. She, so 

great a liability so to speak, that her handling fees went through the roof. And 

knowing of her plight myself, should I not rationally wonder about the hidden 

transaction costs of my own associations? Would that make me paranoid?  

 

How do we proceed in a world where race operates as a hidden scripting of 

rationalised irrationality, where myriad images of racial clichés perpetuate their 

unspoken subtexts of devaluation?  
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A few years ago Conservative author Shelby Steele wrote that: “American black 

people had better find the means to pay the price of a ticket before boarding the 

proverbial freedom train”. With this complicated imagery of liberty with a price tag, 

the metaphors of the Civil Rights Movement met their cruel and convulsive end upon 

the spot. This notion of freedom surcharge became a pun in which the libratory 

movement of a people only a few generations from slavery was transformed into the 

equivalent of an economic gratuity in which free agency, free market and political 

autonomy have been terminally confused. In this ironic gesture racial hierarchies have 

been re-circulated and resold - again with the assistance of those familiar henchmen: 

socio-biology, econometric theories of rational behaviour and other totalising claims.  

 

The legacy of slavery’s dehumanisation of black people has been carried forward in 

such a variety of cultural contexts. Racism is coded differently in the North of the 

United States than in the South; in the East of Canada than in the West; in the North 

of London than in the East.  

 

I mentioned in an earlier lecture that race often defines class in the American context. 

There is no lower class than being black. And among so many consequences of 

slavery and segregation, surely one of the most remarkable has been the effective 

conflation of myriad ethnic identities engendered by the construction of whiteness as 

its own form of nationalism. 

 

Throughout the 20th century these habits of thought have skewed public discussions 

of such topics as “the underclass” and “immigration” in remarkably powerful ways. 

The welfare debate in the United States has been driven almost entirely by the 

manipulation of racial rather than class images - primarily images of the endlessly 

reproductive, devouring wombs of black women, the ubiquitous myths of their 

takeover bodies so rolling with an engulfment of forbidden flesh; yet even that 

hyperbolic femaleness never breaking into the realm of the feminine.   

 

To the contrary: the strong, libidinously endowed black woman is more often depicted 

as a kind of androgynous or even masculine force. Consistently denied any 

archetypical function as parenting her own children, she is relentlessly figured not just 

as a bad mother, but one who seeks motherhood only as the lazy person’s escape from 

her true place, best measured by long years of impecunious servitude to others. This 

fearsome image of the poor, black, teenage, pregnant welfare queen has facilitated the 

removal of social benefits for all women. That is, the replacement of traditional 

welfare programmes with so-called “workfare programmes” as well as the denial of 

additional benefits to poor women who have children while on public assistance. 

 

Black people seem to be emerging as a kind of great global surplus now that we are 

no longer chattels and in demand as such. Black people are seen as thieves in the 

warehouse of human bounty. Perhaps this framing explains the peculiar forms of 

economic growth attending the incarceration of disproportionate numbers of young 

black men from the prison construction industry, to the reinstitution of chain gangs, to 

the burgeoning unionisation of police, to effectively organised and high powered 

lobbying efforts of prison guards. Indeed prisons have emerged as the most rapidly 

expanding area of public sector growth in the United States. 
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As in the context of welfare, it is startling to look critically at the political uses of 

prison work as a purported lesson in an economy that offers the least skilled of the 

society - black or white - few to no jobs in the free market sector. It is startling to look 

at the data of racially disproportionate rates of incarceration in the implications of 

such data in the context of such punishments as chain gangs. That is, forms of 

punishment that serve principally as public shaming ceremonies. 

 

Black people are wealth that can be thrown away, human capital that may be 

discarded conspicuously. The conspicuous consumption of black bodies in synchrony 

with their conspicuous discard. 

 

I very much hope I am wrong, but sometimes I fear that the US’s unfortunate taste for 

bread and circus in the politics of racial division has emerged as one of its hottest 

export items in the new global marketplace. The O.J. Simpson case alone. Whether 

dressed up as news, entertainment, sport or science, the new rationalised irrationality 

of race is almost always also big business - one endless shell game of race, class, 

ethnicity, culture and identity played one against the other. 

 

Yet even as the very rhetorical form of the Civil Rights Movement’s best successes 

are being both copied and co-opted so variously that both the new South African 

government and a variety of new white rights movements can claim to be the 

beneficiaries of its persuasive voice and moral vision, so the political and legal claims 

of the 1960s and 70s have been made to seem the inefficient, greedy graspings of 

those in need of a good cost benefit analysis.  

 

It’s hard, this work. I remember seeing an article a few years ago about how some 

intelligence organisation or other had developed drugs that change melanin 

concentration or some such, so that agents and spies could change races. It sounded 

awfully like science fiction to me, but I cite it here not for the truth of the matter, but 

for its evocative allure in the realm of social, if not science fiction. This body 

snatching for high espionage.  

 

What would it mean to change races, particularly from the perspective of so-called 

intelligence agencies? Do they have teams of transracials who are poised to infiltrate 

the race house of cards? What would a white man tinted black in order to sabotage 

blackness find himself thinking, and wouldn’t blackness just end up sabotaging him 

every time he walked down the street? Would he have to turn himself back into a 

white person in order to file his report with the powers that be? Would his insights be 

valued in the same way if he reported for duty looking that look?  

 

An acquaintance of mine who works in the fashion industry told me of an occasion 

that looks at the same issue from a slightly different angle. A group of high fashion 

models, including lone black supermodel Naomi Campbell, were, as he put it, “whited 

up” for some fashion shoot. The issue of race and Campbell’s difference seemed to 

“disappear beneath the heavily chalky make-up”, concluded this observer. But I 

wonder if race would have “disappeared”, as he put it, if we reversed the image: if all 

the models had been - how would one say it - blacked down? For if the models were 

whited upwards, in the first instance, are they not blacked down in the second? The 

hierarchies of colour are so insistently built into the habits of our language. And what 

of whiting out, as when Ford Motor Company whited out the brown British faces in 
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an advertisement it ran in Poland. Are we really accommodating different audiences 

or are we erasing that which must be repressed? It is hard, this work. 

 

The limp, little tag hanging from my teabag reads: “It’s easy to be tolerant when you 

do not care”. A jumble of dreams in the last few days. I sit at my desk. I am writing 

this lecture. I reach for a little bottle of White-Out it’s called, correctional fluid. I start 

brushing it over the last few sentences. My fingers start to dissolve. In seconds my 

index finger and little finger of my right hand are almost completely melted away to 

the knuckle, and the others are down to the first joint. There is no pain. I just watch 

them disappear quietly, quickly, as though they are no longer part of me. It is the 

subtlest of sensations. 

  

 

 


